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METRO GOLD LINE 1-210 FREEWAY TRUCK CRASH INCIDENT OF
APRIL 24, 2014.

ISSUE
This report updates the Metro Board of Directors about the response Metro staff has
taken regarding a traffic incident that occurred, April 24, 2014 where a tractor trailer
crossed over the traffic barrier and into the east-bound track of the Metro Gold Line
causing damage to our Tracks, Overhead Catenary System (OCS) and Traffic Barrier
System. The truck driver and the driver of a second box truck involved in the accident
were injured. There were no other injuries or fatalities. This report also summarizes
alternative steps that might be taken to mitigate or reduce the risk of this type of incident
in the future.
DISCUSSIONS
Summary of incident
On Thursday, April 24, 2014, at 12:55 P.M., an accident occurred on the east bound
lanes of the 1-210 Freeway adjacent to and approximately 800 feet east of the Metro
Gold Line - Allen Station. According to a press statement from CHP officer Juan
Galvan, two vehicles were involved, "both vehicles were travelling eastbound on the 1210 freeway at the time of the collision, a tractor trailer received a blowout front left tire,
lost control and collided into the box truck and continued into the center divider and onto
the Metro Gold Line tracks, while the box truck lost control, veered to the right, collided

into the right shoulder sound barrier, and ultimately overturned and slid to a stop,
blocking two of the traffic lanes."
For a more comprehensive timeline of the events Metro took immediately following the
incident please refer to Attachment A - Timeline of Incident.

Photo 1: 210 Accident of April 24, 2014.

*Tractor Trailer
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Photo 2: The tractor trailer completely jumped the traffic barrier. The cross section and
height of barrier appears consistent with old Caltrans 32" high Type 500 Barrier.
Preliminary Analysis of the Incident
The events of April 24, 2014 demonstrate that high profile vehicles such as a tractor
trailers can go through or over the existing traffic barrier currently installed along the 210
Freeway (Reference Attachment B- Existing Traffic Barrier). This is a concern to Metro
because although no employees or customers were involved or injured in this particular
incident, it has exposed a potential vulnerability of our rail lines that operate in the
median portion of freeways.
It is our understanding that the existing traffic barrier that separates freeway traffic from
the Metro train tracks was already in place before the Metro Gold Line was constructed.
Based on our inspection of the incident site photographs, staff believes that existing
barrier is 32" high (Type 500 barrier), which is an old Caltrans standard. Attachment B
depicts the Existing Traffic Barrier. This barrier type is able to deflect cars and light
trucks but may not be of sufficient height for high profile vehicles as in this incident. It
should be noted that Caltrans' current barrier standard (Type 60 barrier) has a minimum
height of 36" and a maximum height of 42". Caltrans uses several factors, including but
not limited to highway speed, roadway super elevation, line of sight, type of traffic, etc.,
in determining the most appropriate barrier height to use in particular sections of a
freeway.
For example, the rehabilitated 1-710 barrier was replaced recently by Caltrans with a
barrier which appears to be 56" tall, a unique height, very likely because of the large
amount of truck traffic on this Freeway . For the 1-710 it was determined that a larger
number of high profile vehicles (tractor trailers) were expected to use the roadway. It
may also be noted that in the case of the Gold Line Foothill Extension that is currently
under construction the existing Caltrans barriers are 36" high with the exception of the
eastbound freeway stretch between the Rosemead and Michillinda exits, where a 42"
high barrier has been or will be installed.
In addition to reviewing the design of traffic barriers, staff plans on performing a holistic
review of our rail lines as described below.
NEXT STEPS
As previously stated, the existing barrier appears to be consistent with an older Caltrans
standard Type 500 traffic barrier. At the time it was installed, this barrier was likely
adequate for the traffic conditions. However, since then, the use of the 21 O freeway
median right-of-way has changed from that of a freight rail corridor where - trains used
to operate with longer headways and no passengers to very frequent light rail trains
carrying hundreds of passengers. This change of use increases the level of risk which
must be managed and controlled. Therefore, staff will undertake the following steps:

1. Conduct an overall risk assessment of all rail lines to identify the potential
residual risks and measures that can be implemented to mitigate them to the
lowest level practicable. Based on this assessment, prioritize the implementation
of mitigation measures based on actual occurrences or probability of occurrence,
consequences, and cost.
2. In consultation with Caltrans, establish a minimum height for the traffic barrier to
be used on freeway medians where trains operate, with the goal being to
minimize the possibility of an errant high profile vehicle climbing the barrier. The
latest standard used by Caltrans on the 1-710 freeway and the increased risk
scenario will be taken into consideration and will guide our discussions.
3. Based on the outcome of the above discussions, revise Metro Design Criteria
Section 3: Civil to incorporate the minimum barrier height to be used for all future
lines that will operate in a freeway median alignment subject to the prioritization
established in the risk assessment described in Step1above.
4. Determine the feasibility, cost, and schedule impacts for modifying the currently
designed barrier for the Foothill extension of the Gold Line to comply with the
revised design criteria.
5. Complete a review of the existing lines (Green Line, Pasadena portion of the
Gold Line, etc.) and determine the feasibility and cost for modifying the barrier on
existing lines to comply with the revised design criteria.

Attachments:
A. Time line of the incident
B. Existing barrier fence at the 210 Freeway( As build)
C. Alternative type of barriers.

ATTACHMENT -A:
TIMELINE OF INCIDENT
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The following provides a synopsis and preliminary lessons learned from the Gold Line
incident on April 24, 2013.

Description of Incident

At about 12:59 a big-rig and a tractor-trailer jackknifed on the Eastbound 1-210 freeway near
Allen station. The cause of the accident is unclear, however the tractor-trailer jumped the K
rail barrier from the freeway, landed on Track 1, spilled it's load (a grader) and caught fire.
The tractor-trailer caused the following damage:
• Spillage of diesel fuel-oil and engine oil, contaminating the ballast
• Broke concrete ties and mis-aligned Track I for about 100 feet
• Demolished a center Overhead Catenary (OCS) pole, bringing down wire runs on
both tracks, each wire run impacted being about 2,400 feet.

Timeline:

Thu 4/24/14
12:59
Initial incident. Track 1 blocked by a tractor-trailer. Overhead catenary pole
demolished, bringing down OCS on both tracks.
13 :30
Traction Power (TP) secured the site, racking-out substation breakers feeding the
incident area. This allowed Emergency responders to safely fight the fire.
17:00
Tractor-trailer clear. Repair work commences. Hazmat Contractor called by
Track to clean-up fuel oil spillage.
Overnight: Hazmat cleanup (incl removal of contaminated granite ballast) complete.
Replacement of broken ties and re-alignment of track commenced. Replaced
OCS pole and repair of OCS, Track 2.
Fri 4/25/14

16:40

Track 2 placed back into revenue service. Track 1: Tie replacement and re
alignment complete. Hand-off to TP for OCS repairs.
Overnight: OCS repairs on Track 1 on-going. Track dept delivered replacement ballast at
SMV.

Sat 4/26/14

OCS repairs on Track 1 continued throughout the day and night.
Sun 4/27/14
OCS repairs on Track 1 continued throughout the day and night. Track moved tamper 1 and
ballast hopper up to the incident area, ready to re-ballast track .I Sunday night.
Mon4/28/14
OCS repairs on Track 1 continued through late evening, then handed-off to Track Dept to
dump ballast and tamp track.
Overnight: Track dept re-ballasted and tamped the track. Track in revenue condition.
Tue 4/29/14
Final adjustment and repairs to OCS. Returned to revenue service for pm peak.
What went Right?

Good plan/hand-off of work between Traction Power and Track on Track 1 (ballast removal
& tie replacement, then OCS repairs, then track reballasting and tamping, then final OCS
alignment).
What went Wrong?

Caltrans K-Rail: Failed to keep the tractor-trailer on the freeway.
Equipment problems: Trailer used to relocate the. tamper and ballast hopper from Div 2 2 to
Div 21 had a flat, then a hydraulic leak. We missed a non-rev window to relocate tamper to
SMV on Saturday and lost a day.
OCS Parts: Wrong OCS pole retrieved from Div 11 (possible mislabeling or bad as-builts)
and had to re-manufacture parts for L-beam pole clamp. Cost us c. ½ day.
Manpower: Normal TP crew is only 4 Sat 2-IOp, 6 Sat 1Op-6a, 5 Sun 6a-1Op & 4 Sun I Op6a Although overtime was posted and call-out activated, Management were unsuccessful in
getting more than one or 2 inspectors to come in. It should be noted, however, that many
inspectors who normally have Fri-Sat off, came in on Friday. Both Thursday and Friday,
many inspectors worked the maximum allowable 12 hour shift. Indeed, Management allowed
several to work up to 16 hours due to the emergency.
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1. A Tamper is a machine that compacts the granite stone "ballast" to provide a stable
bed for the track.
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Operations: In re-opening Track 2, Track 1 work was hampered at times due to the need to
down-tools and step back when trains were passing.
Lessons Lea med/Action Plan

Action: Traction Power Manager (W. Dixon)
• Check what OCS poles we have and our needs.
• Check what OCS parts we stock, what is missing, and the min-max stock settings
• Work with non-revenue to specify a mobile store and workshop for fabrication and
assembly of OCS parts on-site when similar emergencies occur
• Discuss with TP crew what is at the root of lack of weekend coverage.
Action: Track Manager (P. Squires)
• Track and Non-Rev to review status of tractor-trailer for movement of rail-bound
equipment.
Action: Fire/Life Safety (T. Eng)
• Continue to push Caltrans to solve the issue of inadequate K-rail barriers.

1. A Tamper is a machine that compacts the granite stone "ballast" to provide a stable
bed for the track.

ATTACHMENT- B:
EXISTING TRAFFIC BARRIER SHAPE
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ATTACHMENT - C:
ALTERNATIVE BARRIER SHAPES

ALTERNATIVE BARRIER SHAPES
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